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With the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and
machine to machine (M2M), the hyper-connected peer-to-
peer (P2P) networking age has come, and all objects re-
lated to human life are able to connect through the
Internet. Through deep learning, human-machine interac-
tion, and convergence in various areas, many different
types of objects are connected in an Internet-based net-
work environment. Many objects used in human life send
and receive data in real time through a diversity of net-
work technologies including RFID, NFC, WIFI,
Bluetooth, ZigBee, GPS, and 4G. In particular, with the
introduction of 5G, more access to massive amounts of
content makes it possible to provide diverse services. New
IoT devices using intelligence computing continue to be
developed and distributed. As the types and numbers of
IoT devices have increased, networks have gradually be-
come more complex. For an efficient use of a network,
there have been more demands and studies of P2P com-
puting technology. Numerous IoT devices are used to

establish small or large networks through P2P computing.
The convergence of diverse technologies, such as IoT,
P2P, ambient intelligence, data mining, machine learning,
deep learning, and distributed computing, facilitates the
development of convergence industries including smart
cities, smart farms, and smart health. At the center of
smart industries is IoT, which makes it possible to connect
objects. For an efficient processing, a P2P network needs
to be researched. P2P computing is an intelligence tech-
nology that positively influences people’s lifestyles and
helps create a newly added-value and improve the quality
of human life.

It is aimed at sharing the vision, research outcomes, and
solutions to convergence technologies, such as P2P applica-
tions, built-in P2P, intelligent P2P networks, and P2P-based
distributed processing between researchers and developers in
IoT-based smart industries. Through cooperation among re-
search and development teams, P2P technologies are applied
to establish an environment for solving problems that arise
during the use of IoT devices, networks, and data.

The first paper by Kim et al. [1], P2P computing for a
trusted network of personalized IoT services is proposed.
P2P computing focuses on the protection of IoT service users
and data. To identify a reliable device, familiarity scores are
evaluated through the experience of a particular exchange and
a connection with a data message. At a gateway, the masks
generated during an exchange and message transmission are
compared. Based on the comparative results, familiarity
scores are added. In this way, it is possible to create P2P
networking with high reliability. The paper by Cho et al. [2],
the selective switching of double-transmission schema in a
multi-LED hybrid VLC-P2P network is suggested. VCL is
good at establishing an indoor light infrastructure with the
use of a P2P network. However, indirect light and the wave-
length of multiple light sources causes interference, which
lowers the network performance. To minimize the interfer-
ence, the researchers proposed a double-transmission with se-
lective switching. The proposed method divides areas of in-
terference into three types depending on the received power,
and separates and recovers the received signals through an
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interference cancellation technique in regions with relatively
weak interference, and then sends them to the cell boundary
region. In this way, it minimizes any interference, but still
incurs complexity in the system.

The paper by Lee et al. [3], the authors propose a block-
chain-based item reputation management for a customized
manufacturing service in a P2P system. This is an item repu-
tation management technique that focuses on higher reliability
and accuracy of the IoT-based manufacturing system. By
identifying malicious reviewers and excluding their feedback,
it is possible to classify and predict the decision-making of
real customers In terms of the reputation of the current item,
the researchers exclude reviews from malicious users by not
considering the mean of the reputation scores of a product
made by the same manufacturer or the reputation of relevant
items. In particular, by excluding the values of the users who
continuously give a low evaluation score to other products
made by the same manufacturer, the proposed method pro-
cesses malicious feedback. The paper by Noor Alleema
et al. [4], a method using volunteer nodes of ant colony opti-
mization (VNACO) routing is proposed to minimize the delay
time of P2P MANET. A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is
not dependent on the sub structure necessary to establish a
wireless network with mobility. Nodes are often disconnected
owing to their mobility. Researchers have solved this problem
through the use of VNACO. If a relay node is out of commu-
nication range, a volunteer node sends dropped data to the
relay node.

The paper by Uma Maheswari et al. [5], repetitive node
categorization based on stable clustering and energy-efficient
P2P communication in a wireless sensor network is intro-
duced. With an increase in the number of application pro-
grams, notorious activities are also increased through unreli-
able sensor nodes, consumer a limited amount of sensor power
and thereby influencing the overall performance. Researchers
have separated unreliable sensors through the use of a reliable
topology recognition and setting step, a grouping step, and a
data collection, tree structure, and relaxation step. In this man-
ner, energy is managed more efficiently. The paper by Park
et al. [6], a mobile IoT device summary method is proposed
using the unique features of a P2P web search engine and
content. Because it is easy to find the unique structure of the
information using potential features and the k-mean algo-
rithm, a query is optimized. It is possible to automatically
determine a proper sentence that fits the minimized query
without a user intervention. A summary is executed in the
server, and more tasks can be performed given the user’s lim-
ited device resources. The paper by Hong [7], a P2P
networking-based IoT sensor node proof using a block chain
is proposed. M2M has a variety of senor nodes and is vulner-
able to jamming and tampering attacks. A sink node uses a
block chain to execute a simple hash function and to provide
network integrity, non-repudiation, and safe certification. The

paper by Park et al. [8], an open health cloud for P2P-based
drug management system is proposed. The developed system
is designed to provide a smooth virtual cloud service through
the cloud established through pre-reserved communication
and M2M. The proposed system utilizes a chatbot-type mo-
bile health service to prevent drug abuse in everyday life.

The paper byMun et al. [9], an authentication method based
on the arm movement in a P2P-based M2M is proposed. The
proposed method utilizes a wearable IoT device in a P2P sys-
tem to measure the direction of movement, analyze EMG sig-
nals, and identify users. From the signals collected by an IoT
sensor, a potential feature vector is extracted using a wavelet
noise removal algorithm. In the extracted feature vector, a
multi-class-SVM is applied for classification and identification.
The paper by Priya et al. [10], an optimized road method of a
hybrid P2P cloud data center using a resource minimization
algorithm and efficient road optimization is proposed. For an
efficient road optimization in M2M, game theory is applied.
The developed scheduling algorithm, supporting parallel pro-
cessing with the use of a two-tier VM, is used for dynamic load
balancing. A heuristic-based multi-load scheduling method is
used to reduce resource usage and response time.

The paper by Yoo et al. [11], an edge computing model using
a deep neural network through P2P networking is proposed. The
proposed method has a combination of data parallel processing
and model parallel processing to solve the communication over-
head for the sharing of distributed data. To improve the response
speed of deep learning, an efficient parallel processing using a
P2P network and edge computing model is applied. A module is
created with multiple edge nodes, and transactions are generated
in a module and connected to a distributed DNN model. To
reduce the computing power of a server model, a modularized
deep neural network that processes big data in parallel is
established. The paper by Kim et al. [12], a hybrid P2P network-
ing distribution web crawler using Amazon Web Services
(AWS) for Smart Work News BigData is established. A crawler
generates a lot of traffic in a web server and is thus similar to a
DDoS attack. For this reason, a web server tries to block a crawl-
er. To solve this problem, the researchers used the cloud service
platform offered by AWS. It is possible to define a crawler cli-
ent’s role. Even if a particular node is blocked, the entire system
works normally. The crawler is not blocked because it accesses
the web server for one client at a time. The paper by Park et al.
[13], a multi-robot mapping system that selects the P2P commu-
nication protocol from a given mapping or flower plan was de-
veloped to solve the mapping problem and map split problem.
Based on a centralized overlay network, this is a scalable P2P
network in which a base station broadcasts a control command to
all robots. With the use of a P2P network, it is possible to share a
mapping and path plan between robots, reduce the number of
operations, and solve the problem of limited resources.

This fine collection of articles was achieved by fruitful
collaborations. We would like to thank Prof. Xuemin S.
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Shen, the Editor-in-Chief of Peer-to-Peer Networking and
Applications for his great efforts and support throughout the
publication.
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